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What can be learned by measuring the fluxes of the7Be and thepep solar neutrino lines?

J. N. Bahcall and P. I. Krastev
School of Natural Sciences, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

~Received 27 June 1996!

Measurements of the interaction rates of the solar neutrino lines of7Be andpep can be used, independent
of solar models, to test whether electron flavor is conserved, to determine survival probabilities of electron-type
neutrinos at specific energies, and to test for the existence of sterile neutrinos. We present analytic descriptions
of these tests. We also illustrate by numerical simulations, assuming matter-enhanced and vacuum neutrino
oscillations, what measurements of solar neutrino lines can teach us about neutrino masses and mixing angles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 shows the electron recoil spectrum that we c
culate for neutrino-electron scattering. Although, as Fig
makes clear, the sun is predicted to produce impor
sources of low-energy neutrinos with energies of the orde
an MeV or less, there are no operating detectors that
measure individual neutrino energies in this low-ene
range. In particular, there is currently no way to isolate
perimentally the fluxes of the predicted strong solar neutr
lines.

We urge readers who are familiar with solar neutrino
search to turn immediately to Sec. VII, which contains
concise summary and discussion of our analysis of what
be learned about neutrino properties from studying solar n
trino lines. We do not discuss here what can be learned a
the solar interior from studying neutrino lines.1

Continuum neutrino sources, principally neutrinos fro
8B decay and from thepp reaction, are believed to be th
major contributors to the four pioneering solar neutrino e
periments: chlorine@2#, Kamiokande@3#, GALLEX @4#, and
SAGE @5#. Moreover, the two next-generation experimen
Superkamiokande@6# and SNO@7#, are both sensitive only to
the neutrino continuum from8B decay.

The four pioneering detectors have established exp
mentally that the sun shines by nuclear fusion reacti
among light elements. Table I summarizes the results
these experiments.

Because the observed rates are lower than the pred
rates, the results from the operating experiments have le
a number of suggestions for new particle physics. In th
particle physics scenarios, something causes a fractio
electron-type neutrinos to disappear, or change their fla
after they are created in the center of the sun. All of
particle physics solutions of the solar neutrino problem p
dict a survival probability, the probability that an electro
type neutrino remains an electron-type neutrino, that is

1In Ref. @1#, it is shown that a measurement of the energy shift
the 7Be solar neutrino line is equivalent to a measurement of
central temperature of the sun, and a measurement of the en
profile of the7Be line will determine the temperature profile of th
solar interior. See also: http://www.sns.ias.edu/˜jnb
550556-2813/97/55~2!/929~13!/$10.00
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ferent from unity. In contrast, the survival probability
equal to unity in the simplest version of standard electrow
theory @8#.

Two new experiments, SNO and Superkamiokande, w
designed with the goal in mind of establishing definitively
physics beyond the standard electroweak model is requ
to explain the results of solar neutrino experiments. Mo
over, these new experiments will have the potential to de
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FIG. 1. Recoil electron energy spectrum. The computed re
electron energy spectrum is shown for different assumed neut
production and oscillation scenarios. The vertical arrows indic
the maximum electron energy produced by each solar neut
source. For the standard solar model with no oscillations@24#, the
spectrum is indicated by a solid line. Assuming the standard mo
fluxes are modified by neutrino oscillations, the SMA MSW so
tion is indicated by the dotted lines, the LMA MSW solution by th
line with short dashes, and the VAC oscillation solution is indica
by long dashes. The dot-dashed line labeled CNO correspond
the hypothetical case in which solar energy is derived almost c
pletely by CNO reactions and the neutrino fluxes are modified b
SMA MSW solution@32#. In actual experiments, the sharp featur
due to individual lines will be made somewhat smoother by fin
energy resolution.
929 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Experimental results for four operating experiments. The experimental results are giv
SNU for all of the experiments except Kamiokande, for which the result is expressed as the measured8B flux
in units of cm22s21 at the earth, assuming the standard model neutrino shape. The ratios of the me
values to the corresponding predictions in the standard solar model of Ref.@24# are also given. The resul
cited for the Kamiokande experiment assumes that the shape of the8B neutrino spectrum is not affected b
physics beyond the standard electroweak model. Here 1 SNU is defined as 10236 interactions per target atom
per sec@41#.

Experiment Result (61s) Reference

HOMESTAKE 2.5560.17(stat)60.18(syst) SNU @2#

GALLEX 77.168.5(stat)625.4
14.4(syst) SNU @4#

SAGE 69611(stat)27
15(syst) SNU @5#

KAMIOKANDE @2.8960.21
0.22 ~stat! 60.35 ~syst!# 3106cm22s21 @3#
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mine the total flux~independent of flavor! of 8B solar neu-
trinos, thereby testing the prediction by solar models of
flux for this rare mode of neutrino production.

The most plausible particle physics explanations, reson
matter oscillations @9–11# ~the Mikheyev-Smirnov-
Wolfenstein, or MSW, effect! and vacuum neutrino oscilla
tions @12#, both predict a strong energy dependence for
survival probability. The form of the energy dependence
determined by the specific parameters used in the ado
oscillation scenario. Other suggested new particle phy
explanations that predict a strong energy dependence fo
survival probability include neutrino decay@13,14#, non-
standard electromagnetic properties@15–17#, neutrino viola-
tion of the equivalence principle@18#, and supersymmetric
flavor-changing neutral currents@19,20#. Many of the rel-
evant papers~and further references! are reprinted in@21#.

We explore in this paper what can be learned about n
trino physics by performing experiments with solar neutri
lines.

Measurements with solar neutrino lines have the adv
tage that the predictions of particle physics models are m
specific for a line source than they are for a continu
source. Measurements of continuum interaction rates de
mine a weighted average of what happens to neutrino
different energies. Moreover, if a neutrino line is detected
two ways~e.g., by neutrino-electron scattering and by ne
trino absorption! then the survival probability at a specifi
energy can be determined empirically, independent of
solar physics. At any energy, a measured value for the
vival probability that is significantly different from unity
would constitute evidence for electron flavor nonconser
tion.

There are two nuclear reactions that are predicted to e
detectable numbers of solar neutrinos with specific energ
i.e., neutrino lines.2 The more frequent of these reactio
produces7Be neutrinos via

7Be1e2→ 7Li1ne . ~1!

Reaction~1! produces, according to the standard solar mo
@23,24#, a total neutrino flux at earth of 53109 cm22s21,

2Although the fluxes from seven solar neutrino lines have b
estimated@22#, only the fluxes from the7Be and thepep neutrino
lines are expected to be large enough to be measurable in
neutrino experiments that are currently feasible.
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89.7% of the neutrinos having, in the laboratory, an ene
of En50.862 MeV and the other 10.3% haveEn50.384
MeV . The branching ratio of 9:1 is determined by nucle
physics and is the same in the laboratory and in the s
interior. The two7Be lines can, in principle, be used to pe
form a unique test of the existence of sterile neutrinos~see
Sec. VIB!.

The pep neutrinos are created by the reaction

p1e21p→2H1ne . ~2!

Reaction~2! produces neutrinos of energyEn51.442 MeV,
with a standard solar model flux of 1.43108 cm22s21. In
the standard solar model calculations, the total flux of7Be
neutrinos is about 35 times larger than the total flux
pep neutrinos. If neutrino oscillations occur, the predict
standard model ratio of7Be to pep neutrino fluxes may be
much reduced, or in some cases, enhanced.

So far, BOREXINO@25#, which will observe neutrino-
electron scattering, is the only detector in an advanced s
of development that is being constructed with a goal of i
lating events from a solar neutrino line. Two other expe
ments are being developed, HELLAZ@26# and HERON@27#,
which have the potential to detect solar neutrino lines
neutrino-electron scattering. Most recently, a Ga-As dete
of low-energy neutrinos has been proposed@28#. This detec-
tor could potentially measure thepep and the7Be neutrino
lines by neutrino-electron scattering and, very importan
also by neutrino absorption~which would determine the
charged current rate!. For all of these experiments, good e
ergy resolution will be required in order to separate the so
neutrino lines from continuum solar neutrino sources~cf.
Fig. 1! and from background events.

We begin, in Sec. II, by discussing neutrino-electron sc
tering experiments. We calculate the predicted electron re
spectrum in neutrino-electron scattering experiments for f
different neutrino oscillation scenarios and for the stand
model~no oscillations, standard solar model!. We then show
to what extent measurements of the scattering rate for n
trino lines can be used to help determine neutrino masses
mixing angles. We calculate how much additional inform
tion can be gained by measuring both the7Be and thepep
neutrino lines, rather than concentrating~as originally
planned in the BOREXINO experiment! on the 7Be line.

Next we demonstrate in Sec. III how survival probabi
ties at a specific energy can be measured if a neutrino lin
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TABLE II. Recoil electron event rates in SNU from individual neutrino sources predicted by diffe
solutions of the solar neutrino problem. The neutrino oscillation parameters in each solution have
assumed to be those providing a minimumx2 @11#. The standard model fluxes are from Ref.@24#. The
threshold energy for recoil electron was set to zero in the calculations.

Solution pp pep 7Be(0.862) 7Be(0.384) 8B 13N 15O

SSM 6.7E11 1.5E10 2.7E11 1.0E10 3.9E-1 2.8E10 3.8E10
SMA 6.5E11 3.3E-1 6.2E10 8.2E-1 1.5E-1 9.0E-1 8.6E-1
LMA 4.8E11 8.8E-1 1.7E11 7.0E-1 1.5E-1 1.8E10 2.2E10
VAC 4.4E11 3.6E-1 1.9E11 3.8E-1 1.5E-1 1.7E10 2.2E10
CNO 2.2E-3 1.2E-4 1.7E-2 9.8E-1 1.4E-1 6.8E11 6.2E11
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studied both by a neutrino absorption experiment and b
neutrino-electron scattering experiment. We present a sim
formula, Eq.~6!, for the survival probability at the energy o
the neutrino line; this formula is independent of all so
physics. We show in Sec. IV how neutral current expe
ments, when combined with either absorption or neutri
electron scattering experiments can be used to determine
survival probability. In Sec. V, we focus on the mode
independent inferences that are possible if both neutrino
sorption and neutrino-electron scattering are measured.
show that, in a two-flavor scenario, the neutrino mixi
angle and mass difference can be determined with reason
accuracy if the absorption and neutrino-electron scatte
rates are measured for both the7Be and thepep lines. In
Sec. VI, we show how studies of solar neutrino lines c
help answer the question: Do sterile neutrinos exist?
summarize and discuss in Sec. VII the results obtained in
paper.

For the interested reader, we note that Bilenky and Giu
@29# have discussed, in a series of original and stimulat
papers, the possibilities for using experiments that study
8B continuum solar neutrinos to determine survival pro
abilities and to test for the existence of sterile neutrinos.

How can we assess what will be learned from differe
experiments without knowing which solution of the sol
neutrino problem Nature has chosen? We must adopt s
tentative model for how neutrinos behave in order to p
ceed. We assume successively the validity of either the s
mixing angle~SMA! or the large mixing angle~LMA ! MSW
solutions@9#, or the vacuum~VAC! neutrino oscillation so-
lution @12#. We also assume the correctness of the four
erating solar neutrino experiments, which fix the best-fit n
trino mixing parameters,Dm2 and sin22u. Using these best
fit parameters, we compute the expected event rates in fu
experiments. Assigning random errors of plausible size
future measurements we analyze together the four pionee
experiments that have been performed and the simulated
experiments. We establish 95% confidence limits on neut
parameters that are consistent with the four operating exp
ments, and with simulated results of future experiments,
ing the techniques described previously in@11#.

II. NEUTRINO-ELECTRON SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we determine by how much measureme
of the rates of neutrino-electron scattering by7Be or pep
neutrino lines can reduce the allowed regions in the neut
mass versus neutrino mixing angle plane. The neutri
a
le
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electron scattering reaction can be represented by the e
tion

n1e→n81e8. ~3!

Neutrino-electron scattering experiments are sensitive
both charged current~i.e., onlyne) and neutral current~i.e.,
all neutrino flavors! interactions. For the7Be line, the ratio
of the total electron neutrino scattering cross section to
total neutral current cross section is 4.53. For thepep line,
the corresponding ratio of the cross sections is 4.93. All
the results given in this paper include radiative correctio
according to the perscription of Ref.@30#.

Table II gives the recoil electron event rates in SNU p
dicted by different solutions of the solar neutrino problem
individual neutrino sources. The neutrino oscillation para
eters used in Table II were found by requiring thatx2 be a
minimum for the four experimental results described
Table I. The neutrino parameters differ slightly from tho
found in Ref.@11# because in the present paper we inclu
radiative corrections for neutrino-electron scattering. T
standard model fluxes are from Ref.@24#.

A. Recoil electron spectrum

Figure 1 shows the calculated energy spectrum of the
coil electrons for five conceivable scenarios: the stand
solar model and no neutrino oscillations~indicated by the
solid line!, the SMA MSW solution~the dotted line!, the
LMA MSW solution ~the short-dashed line!, and the vacuum
neutrino oscillation solution~long-dashed line!. We also
show the result for the extreme case@31,32# in which the
solar luminosity is assumed to be produced by CNO re
tions ~the dot-dash curve!.

The vertical axis of Fig. 1 gives the calculated event r
in SNU per MeV, where 1 SNU is 10236 interaction per
target electron per sec. The horizontal axis,Te , is the kinetic
energy of the recoil electron. Radiative corrections@30# are
included in the cross-section calculations.

For neutrino-electron scattering, 1 SNU is approximat
2.6 events per 100 tons per day~for a target material in
which the mass number,A, equals twice the atomic numbe
Z).

If neutrino oscillations do not occur, then the comput
shape of the recoil electron spectrum for standard s
model fluxes has prominent sharp shoulders at the maxim
kinetic energies of the7Be and thepep neutrino lines, re-
spectively, i.e., at 0.665 MeV and 1.225 MeV. These fe
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932 55J. N. BAHCALL AND P. I. KRASTEV
tures are apparent for the standard model spectrum~solid
line! in Fig. 1. The large continuum contribution frompp
neutrinos is confined to energies less than 0.261 MeV.
13N and 15O continuum neutrinos can produce maximu
electron recoil kinetic energies of 0.988 MeV and 1.5
MeV, respectively. The rare8B neutrinos produce a low
level continuum up to 14 MeV.

As shown by many authors@33#, the neutrino-electron
scattering rate may be much lower than in the standard s
model predictions if neutrino oscillations occur.

For the CNO solution, the predicted event rates for en
gies less than 1.5 MeV are larger than if standard mo
neutrino fluxes are assumed@32#. In the energy region in
which the 7Be line produces electron recoils, the calculat
event rate is larger by typically a factor of about 2.5 th
what is expected from the standard solar model. Even gre
enhancements in the predicted event rates, a factor of
more, are implied by the CNO scenario in the region
MeV to 1.2 MeV, in which the electron recoils from scatte
ing by thepep neutrino line are found.

B. Allowed regions of neutrino parameter space

We begin this subsection by stating an important res
for simplicity we limit the summary to MSW neutrino osci
lation scenarios. By a series of detailed calculations, we h
found that a measurement of the electron scattering rat
either the7Be 0.862 MeV line or thepep line to an accuracy
of 10% would, in conjunction with the four operating expe
ments, essentially eliminate the competing oscillation s
nario that is assumed, for purpose of that particular simu
tion, not to be correct. Thus, for example, if the SM
scenario is assumed to be correct and either the7Be or the
pep line is measured to a 10% accuracy, then the LM
oscillation scenario will be ruled out. Experiments with
much improved accuracy of 5% do not provide significan
more stringent constraints on allowable oscillations hypo
eses.

Neutrino-electron scattering experiments can determ
which, if any, neutrino oscillation scenario is correct.

Table III gives the predicted results for future experime
on solar neutrino lines that are implied by the best-fit os
lation descriptions of the four pioneering solar neutrino e
periments. The predicted event rates and confidence li
for neutrino-electron scattering were computed using

TABLE III. Best-fit neutrino oscillation predictions for
neutrino-electron scattering. The best-fit~and 95% C.L. limits! are
given for the ratio of the rate with neutrino oscillations to the ra
with the unmodified standard solar model flux. The predicted ev
rates and confidence limits for neutrino-electron scattering are c
puted using the techniques of Ref.@11# and the standard mode
fluxes of Ref.@24#.

Scenario xmin
2 7Be/(7Be)SSM

7Be/(7Be)SSM pep/(pep)SSM
~0.862 MeV! ~0.384 MeV! ~1.442 MeV!

SMA 0.3 0.2320.01
10.30 0.8120.43

10.19 0.2220.01
10.11

LMA 2.5 0.6220.16
10.14 0.6920.10

10.09 0.5820.17
10.17

VAC 2.5 0.7120.41
10.27 0.3920.05

10.55 0.2320.02
10.75
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techniques of Ref.@11# and the standard model fluxes of Re
@24#.

The results of our more specific calculations for neutrin
electron scattering experiments are summarized in F
2~a!–~c!. The regions in the mass versus mixing angle pla
that are allowed by the four operating solar neutrino exp
ments are delineated by the solid lines in Fig. 2, which
taken from@11#. Assuming 10% experimental errors for fu
ture measurements, the dotted lines show the smaller allo
regions if a measurement of the7Be line rate is made. If a
pepmeasurement is also made, the allowed regions are
duced still further to the regions indicated by the dash
lines. In all cases, we determine the 95% C.L. by requir
that the boundaries of the allowed region satis
x255.991xmin

2

The top panel, Fig. 2~a!, was constructed assuming th
correctness of the best-fit small mixing angle solution of
solar neutrino problem. The dark circle shows the position
the mass and mixing angle plane of the best-fit solution
the dark line shows the 95% confidence limits of the para
eters determined by ax2 fit to the results of the four pioneer
ing solar neutrino experiments. With the four published e

nt
-

FIG. 2. Allowed parameter regions for four operating expe
ments plus new neutrino-electron scattering experiments. The
sults shown in the top panel were calculated assuming that
best-fit SMA MSW solution is correct; the middle panel assum
the validity of the LMA solution; and the lowest panel is bas
upon the vacuum oscillation solution. The regions ofDm2 and
sin22u allowed at 95% C.L. by the four operating experiments a
shown by solid lines. Adding a hypothetical measurement of
0.862 MeV 7Be neutrino line equal, within an assumed 10% ra
dom error, to the value computed using the best-fit neutrino os
lation parameters, the dotted curve shows the allowed regions
would apply for the four operating experiments plus the line m
surement. If measurements are made of both the7Be and thepep
neutrino lines, the shaded region applies.
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55 933WHAT CAN BE LEARNED BY MEASURING THE FLUXES . . .
perimental results, the large mixing angle solution is a
allowed.

A measurement of the scattering rate of neutrinos fr
the 0.862 MeV7Be line would, with the given assumption
eliminate the large mixing angle solution and reduce sign
cantly the allowed area of the small mixing angle solutio
The additional measurement of thepep line would reduce
only slightly the allowed region.

The middle panel of Fig. 2~b! refers to the case in which
the large mixing angle solution is correct. The allowed
gion for the SMA solution with just the four operating e
periments is slightly larger in Fig. 2~b! than in Fig. 2~a!,
because for the LMA solution adopted in the middle pa
xmin, LMA
2 52.5 whereas for the SMA solution the fit is muc

better,xmin, SMA
2 50.3.

A 7Be measurement would reduce significantly the
lowed range of LMA parameters and almost entirely elim
nate the permitted SMA parameter space, as can be
from Fig. 2~b!. The vacuum oscillation solution would not b
ruled out. Adding a measurement of thepep line would, in
this case, significantly reduce the remaining parameter sp
All that would be left would be a relatively small regio
surrounding the best-fit LMA solution.

Finally, we show in Fig. 2~c! the potential results assum
ing the correctness of the vacuum neutrino oscillations. T
best-fit value ofxmin, VAC

2 52.5. In this case, the7Be line
measurement greatly reduces the allowed parameter s
for the vacuum oscillations and completely eliminates
SMA. The pep measurement makes a further dramatic
duction of the allowed parameter space, centering the ove
allowed region on a small area closely surrounding the b
fit point determined from the four existing experiments.

C. Summary of potential of neutrino-electron
scattering experiments

We conclude this section with a brief summary of wh
can be learned from neutrino-electron scattering experim
using the 7Be andpep neutrino lines. The electron reco
spectra expected, see Fig. 1, are different depending u
whether the sun shines bypp or CNO fusion reactions. If the
CNO cycle is the dominant source of energy generation,
expected event rate is larger in the region in which the e
tron recoil energy is less than 1.5 MeV and the shape
energy span of the recoil electron energy spectrum is dif
ent than would be expected ifpp reactions are the mos
important source of solar energy generation.

An accurate measurement of the scattering rate of
7Be or thepep line would, in many cases, allow only one o
the three popular neutrino oscillation scenarios. If the7Be
line is measured, then the additional measurement of
pep line would provide a major further reduction in the a
lowed range of neutrino parameters if either the LMA or t
vacuum oscillation solution is correct. If the SMA solutio
has been chosen by Nature, then thepep line may not add
much additional information.

III. ABSORPTION PLUS ELECTRON SCATTERING
EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we show how a neutrino absorpti
~charged-current! experiment, when combined with an ele
o
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tron scattering experiment, makes possible the measurem
of the neutrino survival probability at a specific energy. R
evant neutrino-electron scattering experiments include BO
EXINO @25#, HERON@27#, and HELLAZ @26#, while Ga-As
@28# and 7Li @34# are candidates for an absorption detector
the 7Be andpep neutrino lines. One advantage of a lithiu
detector in this connection is that the absorption cross s
tions are large and are accurately known@35# because the
inverse reaction (7Be electron capture! is well studied in the
laboratory.

In Sec. III A, we present the formulas that determine t
survival probability in terms of the measured rates of t
absorption and scattering experiments. In the following s
section, Sec. III B, we present a graphical description of
allowed regions in the absorption-scattering plane that
permitted by the four operating solar neutrino experimen
Performing both an absorption and a scattering experim
using a neutrino line selects a unique point in the absorpt
scattering plane~or, with experimental errors, a unique re
gion! that determines the survival probability at the energy
the line.

In the formulas presented in this section and in Secs.
and V, we assume that there are no sterile neutrinos. In
VII, we generalize the results to the case in which ste
neutrinos exist.

A. The measurement of survival probabilities
at a specific energy

Consider an electron-type neutrino with energyEn that is
created in the interior of the sun. We denote byP the prob-
ability that the neutrino remains an electron-type neutr
when it reaches a detector on earth, i.
P5P(ne→ne ;En). In the literature,P is usually referred to
as a ‘‘ne survival probability.’’ The rate per target atom fo
the charged-current~absorption! reaction at energyEn may
be written

Rabs5sabsPf, ~4!

wheresabs is the absorption cross section, andf is the total
flux of neutrinos of energyE created in the sun. In wha
follows, we suppose thatP is averaged over the neutrin
production region in the interior of the sun. The rate p
target electron for the electron scattering reaction is

Resc5@sesc~ne!2sesc~nx!#Pf1sesc~nx!f, ~5!

wheresesc is the electron scattering cross section andnx is
any normalized linear superposition ofnm andnt .

Combining Eqs.~4! and~5!, we obtain an explicit expres
sion for the survival probability for electron-type neutrino
of energyE:

P5
sesc~nx!Rabs

sabsResc2@sesc~ne!2sesc~nx!#Rabs
. ~6!

Equation~6! could be used to determine, independent of a
solar physics, the survival probability at a specific energy
neutrinos produced in either the7Be or thepep line.
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934 55J. N. BAHCALL AND P. I. KRASTEV
How well do experiments with specific uncertainties d
termine the survival probability? This question is answe
by Eq. ~7!, which is shown below:

2
] lnP

] lnResc
51

] lnP

] lnRabs

5
@„sesc~ne!2sesc~nx!…P1sesc~nx!#

sesc~nx!
. ~7!

To estimate the accuracy with whichP is determined by a
given pair of experiments, one inserts the best-estimat
P obtained from Eq.~6! in the right-hand side of Eq.~7!. The
fractional uncertainty in the inferred survival probability fo
given experimental errors can then be determined by m
plying Eq. ~7! by the fractional uncertainty,DResc/Resc, in
the measured neutrino-electron scattering rate or by the f
tional uncertainty,DRabs/Rabs, in the measured neutrino ab
sorption rate.

The uncertainty in the experimentally determined survi
probability depends only upon the survival probability its
and upon the ratio of neutrino-electron scattering cross
tions, sesc(ne)/sesc(nx). For a very small inferred surviva
probability, the fractional uncertainty in the probability th
results from a measurement with a specified fractional e
is equal to that fractional error. For survival probabiliti
close to unity, the fractional error in the inferred surviv
probability is amplified by a factor ofsesc(ne)/sesc(nx) rela-
tive to the error in the measurement.

FIG. 3. The predicted solution space for 0.862 MeV7Be
neutrino-electron scattering rate versus charged current~absorption!
rate. The indicated solutions are consistent with the four opera
solar neutrino experiments at the 95% C.L. The upper panel sh
that the SMA and LMA MSW solutions overlap somewhat in t
plane shown, but are well separated from the predictions of
standard solar model, indicated by SSM. The allowed solu
space for the vacuum oscillations is displayed in the lower pa
These results illustrate the relation summarized by Eq.~8!.
-
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B. Allowed parameter regions if electron scattering
and absorption are measured

We can rewrite Eq.~6! as a linear relation between th
neutrino-electron scattering rate and the charged current
Dividing Eq. ~4! and Eq.~5! by the standard model expecta
tions, one finds

Resc

Resc,SSM
5

Rabs

Rabs,SSM
1

sesc~nx!~12P!

sesc~ne!
. ~8!

Figure 3 displays in the electron-scattering versus char
current plane the linear relation between the two measur
event rates. The upper panel of Fig. 3 shows the 95% C
regions that are allowed by the four operating experime
for the SMA and the LMA MSW solutions. The two sets o
MSW solutions overlap slightly but are well separated fro
the predictions of the standard model. The lower pane
Fig. 3 shows the relatively larger range that is allowed by
vacuum oscillation solutions.

Figure 4 displays similar information for thepep line.
Note that the upper panel of Fig. 4 shows that the SMA a
the LMA solutions are distinguishable if both the charg
current and the electron scattering rates are measured fo
pep line. The allowed range of vacuum solutions is, ho
ever, very large, as is shown by the lower panel of Fig. 4

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate visually how one can, with t
help of Eq.~8!, and measurements of the neutrino absorpt
and electron scattering rates, determine the survival proba
ity P at a given energy.

IV. NEUTRAL CURRENT EXPERIMENTS

Raghavan, Pakvasa, and Brown@36# proposed studying
the neutral current excitation of individual nuclear levels

g
s

e
n
l.

FIG. 4. The predicted solution space for thepep neutrino-
electron scattering rate versus charged current~absorption! rate.
The quantities displayed are the same as in Fig. 3 except that F
refers to thepep line.
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55 935WHAT CAN BE LEARNED BY MEASURING THE FLUXES . . .
the same detector in which thene flux was measured. As
possible targets, they suggested11B, 40Ar, and 35Cl, all of
which are sensitive to the continuum neutrinos from8B beta
decay in the sun. In a more recent study, Raghavan, Ra
van, and Kovacs@37# proposed using a four ton LiF detecto
with potentially keV energy resolution to study neutral cu
rent and charged current solar neutrino reactions. Most
cently, Bowles and Gavrin@28# have proposed using neutr
current excitations of71Ga, 69Ga, and75As to help diagnose
the composition of the solar neutrino spectrum.

Let us consider as an especially promising example
neutral current excitation of the first excited state of7Li,
which lies 0.478 MeV above the ground state of7Li. The
neutral current excitation can be represented by the equa

n17Li→n817Li* . ~9!

The reaction can be observed by detecting the 0.478 M
deexcitationg rays. The energy threshold for this reaction
sufficiently low that both the higher-energy (0.862 MeV!
7Be line and thepep neutrinos can excite reaction~9!. The
pp neutrinos and the lower-energy (0.384 MeV! 7Be neutri-
nos are not sufficiently energetic to cause reaction~9!. The
8B, 13N, and 15O neutrinos, as well as7Be andpep neutri-
nos, can all contribute to the total observed neutrino exc
tion of 7Li.

The neutral current matrix element for reaction~9! is
large and is known accurately@37# since the matrix elemen
for reaction~9! is, by isotopic spin invariance, the same
the matrix element for the observed superallowed de
from the ground state of7Be to the first excited state o
7Li.
If both the neutral current excitation and the charged c

rent absorption could be measured for the same neutrino
then the survival probability for neutrinos with the energy
the line would be given by the simple formula

P5
sNCRabs

sabsRNC
. ~10!

HereRabsandRNC are the reaction rates per target particle
the charged current~absorption! and neutral current pro
cesses. The sensitivity with which the survival probabil
could be determined would be given by the following re
tion:

] lnP

] lnRabs
52

] lnP

] lnRNC
51.0. ~11!

If the neutral current measurement were combined w
an electron-scattering measurement, then the survival p
ability would be

P5
sNCResc2sesc~nx!RNC

@sesc~ne!2sesc~nx!#RNC
. ~12!

The sensitivity with which the survival probability would b
determined is

] lnP

] lnResc
52

] lnP

] lnRNC
5

sesc~ne!P1sesc~nx!~12P!

@sesc~ne!2sesc~nx!#P
.

~13!
a-

e-

e
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V
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In the limit in whichP is very small, Eq.~13! shows that the
survival probability cannot be determined by a combinat
of a neutral current measurement and an electron scatte
measurement. The physical reason for this indetermina
indicated by the presence ofP in the denominator of Eq.
~13!, is that both the neutral current rate and the elect
scattering rate depend only on the neutral current interac
when the survival probability is very small.

If all three processes, electron-neutrino scattering, n
trino absorption, and neutral-current excitation were m
sured for the same neutrino line, then the survival probabi
would be overdetermined by Eq.~6!, Eq. ~10!, and Eq.~12!.
The extra constraints could be used as a test of the s
consistency of the experimental measurements.

Unfortunately, neutral current excitations like that show
in reaction~9! do not register the energy of the neutrino th
causes the interaction. In this respect, neutral current ex
tions are similar to radiochemical solar neutrino experimen
they measure the sum of the reaction rates due to all
neutrino sources above the energy threshold. It seems li
@37#, with our current expectations for the low-energy flux
of solar neutrinos~based upon the standard solar model a
existing neutrino oscillation solutions!, that the neutral cur-
rent excitation of 7Li is dominated by the higher-energ
7Be branch. However, to verify or improve these expec
tions, additional observational information must be obtain
from neutrino absorption experiments or from neutrin
electron scattering experiments that can identify the flu
from individual neutrino sources.

As emphasized by previous authors@36,37#, the principal
role at present of a neutral current excitation experiment i
provide a measure of the total neutrino reaction rate, in
pendent of neutrino flavor, for the entire solar neutrino sp
trum. Since neutral current excitation experiments canno
used at present to isolate the contribution of an individ
line, we will not discuss these excitation experiments furth
in this paper.

V. MODEL INDEPENDENT TESTS
OF ELECTRON FLAVOR CONSERVATION

What can can be learned about electron flavor conse
tion and neutrino parameters by combining the results, fo
neutrino line, of an absorption experiment and a neutri
electron scattering experiment? In answering this quest
we present numerical results forN, the normalized ratio of
neutrino electron scattering rate to neutrino absorption ra3

N[
@sabs~ne!Resc#

@sesc~ne!Rabs#
. ~14!

3Equation~14! has exactly the same form as the expression,
~10!, for the survival probability as determined from a neutral cu
rent and an absorption measurement. Everything that we calcu
in this section forN could be calculated for the survival probabilit
defined by Eq.~10!. We chose to carry out our numerical calcul
tions for neutrino-electron scattering rather than neutral current
citation because neutrino-electron scattering experiments are
rently being developed, whereas there is not yet an advan
proposal to detect neutral current excitations.
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936 55J. N. BAHCALL AND P. I. KRASTEV
BothRescandRabsare proportional to the total neutrino flu
created in the sun and therefore the absolute value of the
cancels out of the ratioN. If electron neutrino flavor is con
served, thenN[1.0 independent of any solar physics. T
quantityN plays much the same role for neutrino-electr
scattering and neutrino absorption as does the ratio of ne
current to charged current rates that is a primary goal, for
higher energy8B neutrinos, of the SNO solar neutrino e
periment.

If experimental measurements show thatN is different
from unity, then that would be a direct proof that electr
flavor is not conserved. We consider in this section what
be learned from experiments with the 0.862 MeV7Be and
pep lines.

Table IV presents the values forN(7Be) andN(pep) that
are predicted by the best-fit oscillation solutions to the fo
operating solar neutrino experiments. The uncertainties i
cated represent the 95% C.L. as defined in@11#. Most of the
expected solution space is well separated from the predic
of electron flavor conservation, although there are relativ
small regions of parameter space, especially for the LM
and vacuum oscillation solutions, in which the measu
value of N would be indistinguishable from the value o
1.0 predicted by electron flavor conservation.

Figure 5 shows the allowed region in theN(7Be) and
N(pep) plane that is consistent with the four operating so
neutrino experiments at 95% C.L. Most of the area tha
predicted to be occupied in theN(7Be) andN(pep) plane is
clearly separated from the point in the lower left-hand cor
at (1.0,1.0) that is the standard model prediction. The up
panel of Fig. 5 shows the solution space for the SMA and
LMA MSW solutions and the lower panel shows the soluti
space for the vacuum neutrino oscillations.

A priori one might expect to be able to determine the t
neutrino oscillation parameters, sin22u andDm2, by measur-
ing the two double ratiosN(7Be) andN(pep). Unique solu-
tions are obtainable for the SMA and vacuum oscillati
solutions. In these two scenarios, the7Be andpep lines are
suppressed differently and the relative suppression of the
lines depends strongly on the neutrino oscillation paramet
However, for the LMA solution, the two lines are almo
always nearly equally suppressed and there are many pa
sin22u andDm2 for which the suppression of the two lines
practically the same. If the LMA MSW solution is assum
to be correct, one cannot in general solve uniquely for
neutrino parameters using just the values ofN(7Be) and
N(pep).

TABLE IV. The normalized ratio,N, of electron scattering rate
to neutrino absorption rate for the 0.862 MeV7Be line and for the
pep neutrino line. The table entries are the values ofN that are
consistent with the four operating solar neutrino experiments at
95% C.L. Results are presented for different neutrino oscillat
scenarios. The definition ofN is given in Eq.~14!.

Source Standard MSW MSW Vacuum
electroweak SMA LMA oscillations

7Be 1.0 15.1214.0
134.6 1.2120.11

10.30 1.1320.12
11.70

pep 1.0 11.7210.6
115.2 1.2320.14

10.33 5.7824.78
118.7
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How accurately can one determine neutrino parameter
measuring the two scattering to absorption ratios? This qu
tion is answered by Table V for MSW SMA oscillations an
Table VI for vacuum oscillations.. The entries in the tab
give the range of solutions forDm2 and sin22u that are con-
sistent at 95% C.L. with the four operating solar neutri
experiments. IfN(7Be) andN(pep) are each measured to a
accuracy of620%, then one can read from Table V or Tab
VI the resulting accuracy with whichDm2 and sin22u and
Dm2 will be known. For MSW oscillations~see Table V!,
the characteristic uncertainty inDm2 would be about 10%
and the characteristic uncertainty in sin22u would be a factor
of three or less. For vacuum oscillations~see Table VI!, the
mixing angle would be determined well, typically to an a
curacy of order 10%~although less well in some regions o
parameter space!. The mass difference is not as accurate
determined for vacuum oscillations; the uncertainty indica
by Table VI can be as large as a factor of 2, although th
are some regions of parameter space in which the mass
ference would be very well determined.

VI. DO STERILE NEUTRINOS EXIST?

We discuss in Sec. VIA the modifications in the resu
previously presented that are required if sterile neutrinos
ist. On a more theoretical level, we indicate in Sec. VI
how, in principle, the two solar neutrino lines that arise fro
7Be electron capture can be used to test for the existenc

e
n

FIG. 5. The allowed region in theN(7Be) andN(pep) plane
~see text for an explanation of the notation!. The darkened regions
are consistent at the 95% C.L. with the four operating solar neut
experiments. The upper panel shows the allowed solution spac
the SMA and LMA MSW solutions and the lower panel shows t
allowed solution space for the vacuum oscillations.
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TABLE V. For the SMA MSW solution, the table gives the accuracy with whichN(7Be) andN(pep) determine neutrino parameter
The entries give the range of sin22u andDm2 that are consistent at 95% C.L. with the four operating solar neutrino experiments an
which N(7Be) andN(pep) are predicted by the best-fit SMA solution to be within 20% of the indicated values. The top entry is s22u
~multiplied by 103) and the lower entry is the difference in the squares of the neutrino masses~multiplied by 106 eV2).

N(pep)\N(7Be) 1.5 2.0 4.0 6.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0

2.0 3.526.3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

9.8210.3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3.0 3.326.6 3.227.2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

9.329.5 8.529.5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

4.5 2 2 3.228.3 3.324.4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 7.127.8 6.827.1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

5.8 2 2 3.328.3 3.329.1 3.624.2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 7.127.4 6.527.1 6.026.3 2 2 2 2 2 2

7.5 2 2 2 4.029.1 3.6210.0 3.824.8 4.024.6 4.424.8 2 2 2

2 2 2 6.526.8 5.926.3 5.525.9 5.125.5 4.825.0 2 2 2

9.0 2 2 2 2 4.2210.5 4.2210.5 4.225.5 4.425.2 4.825.5 2 2

2 2 2 2 5.626.3 5.425.9 5.125.5 4.625.0 4.424.8 2 2

11.0 2 2 2 2 5.2210.5 4.8211.5 4.8211.5 4.826.0 4.826.0 5.026.0 5.226.0
2 2 2 2 5.625.9 5.125.8 5.025.5 4.625.0 4.424.8 4.324.7 4.324.5

12.0 2 2 2 2 7.2210.5 5.0211.5 5.0211.5 5.026.6 5.026.3 5.226.3 5.226.3
2 2 2 2 5.625.8 5.025.7 5.025.5 4.625.0 4.424.8 4.224.7 4.224.5

18.0 2 2 2 2 2 2 7.6212.0 6.6213.0 6.6213.0 6.6210.5 6.628.7
2 2 2 2 2 2 4.625.0 4.224.8 4.224.7 3.924.6 3.924.4

24.0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 8.3212.6 7.9212.6 7.9212.0 7.9212.0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4.024.4 3.824.4 3.824.4 3.924.3
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sterile neutrinos.4 Stimulating previous discussions of steri
neutrinos in the context of solar neutrino experiments can
found in Refs.@28,29,38#.

A. Absorption plus electron scattering experiments

If sterile neutrinos exist, the flux of electron-type neut
nos is still given byPf, where the survival probability
P5P(ne→ne ;En) andf is the total flux of neutrinos tha
are created in the sun. Thus the rate for the charged cu
absorption of neutrinos given by Eq.~4! has the same form
whether or not sterile neutrinos exist. However, the total fl
of active neutrinos of all types will be reduced by a fac
12Psterile512P(ne→nsterile;En). If sterile neutrinos exist,
the neutrino-electron scattering rate is

Resc5@sesc~ne!2sesc~nx!#Pf1sesc~nx!~12Psterile!f,
~15!

which reduces to Eq.~5! when Psterile50. Combining Eq.
~15! with Eq. ~4!, the survival probability in the presence o
sterile neutrinos is

P5
sesc~nx!~12Psterile!Rabs

sabsResc2@sesc~ne!2sesc~nx!#Rabs
. ~16!

4We consider a general case in which sterile neutrinos can co
to ne ,nm , or nt , and we consider probabilitiesP that refer to the
net conversion~or survival! of electron type neutrinos that are cr
ated in the sun and detected on earth.
e

nt

x
r

Comparing Eq.~16! with Eq. ~6!, we see that the true
survival probability is smaller by a factor of (12Psterile) than
the survival probability inferred by ignoring sterile neutrino
i.e.,

P5~12Psterile!Pno sterilen 8s. ~17!

This reduction also applies if the survival probabilityP is
determined by comparing the rates of neutral current exc
tion and charged current absorption, as summarized in
~10!. The relation given by Eq.~17! is physically obvious; it
results from the fact that the survival probability is defined
the fraction of the total neutrino flux that remains electro
type neutrinos and that only (12Psterile) of the total flux is
counted by measuring the interaction rates in neutral cur
experiments or in neutrino-electron scattering experimen

The fractional uncertainties in the inferred survival pro
ability can be calculated from equations that generalize
~7!, i.e.,

2
] lnP

] lnResc
51

] lnP

] lnRabs

5
@„sesc~ne!2sesc~nx!…P1sesc~nx!~12Psterile!#

sesc~nx!~12Psterile!
.

~18!

B. A test for the existence of sterile neutrinos

The relative intensity of the two neutrino lines produc
by electron capture on7Be is determined by nuclear physic
that is independent of the solar environment. The ratio of

le
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TABLE VI. For the vacuum oscillation solution, the table gives the accuracy with whichN( 7Be) andN(pep) determine neutrino
parameters. The entries give the range of sin22u andDm2 that are consistent at 95% C.L. with the four operating solar neutrino experim
and for whichN(7Be) andN(pep) are predicted by the best-fit vacuum oscillation solution to be within 20% of the indicated values
top entry is sin22u and the lower entry is the difference in the squares of the neutrino masses~multiplied by 1011 eV2).

N(pep)\N(7Be) 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.0

1.5 0.6721.0 0.6721.0 0.6721.0 0.6720.98 0.7620.94 0.8520.94 0.8920.92
5.4210.4 5.4210.5 5.4210.5 6.1210.5 6.228.0 6.327.9 6.326.5

2.0 0.7721.0 0.7721.0 0.7720.98 0.8120.98 0.8820.97 0.9220.94 2

5.6210.4 5.6210.5 6.0210.6 6.1210.6 6.2210.6 6.2926.31 2

2.5 0.8421.0 0.8421.0 0.8520.98 0.8920.98 0.9420.97 2 2

5.728.4 5.728.4 6.028.3 6.126.2 6.226.2 2 2

3.0 0.8921.0 0.8921.0 0.8920.99 0.9220.99 2 2 2

5.728.4 5.728.4 6.028.3 6.126.2 2 2 2

4.0 0.9321.0 0.9321.0 0.9321.0 0.9621.0 2 2 2

5.826.1 5.826.1 6.026.2 6.126.2 2 2 2

5.0 0.9521.0 0.9521.0 0.9521.0 0.9821.0 2 2 2

5.826.1 5.826.1 6.026.15 6.126.15 2 2 2

10.0 0.9821.0 0.9821.0 0.9821.0 2 2 2 2

5.926.1 5.926.1 6.026.1 2 2 2 2

15.0 0.9921.0 0.9921.0 0.9921.0 2 2 2 2

5.926.0 5.926.0 6.026.05 2 2 2 2

20.0 0.99621.0 0.99621.0 1.021.0 2 2 2 2

5.926.0 5.926.0 6.026.0 2 2 2 2
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line strengths, the so-called branching ratio, has been d
mined accurately from laboratory experiments and is@39#

f~E2!

f~E1!
5branching ratio50.115, ~19!

where E150.384 MeV (10.3% of the total flux! and
E250.862 MeV (89.7% of the total flux!. We refer here to
the familar laboratory energies of the neutrino lines; the
ergies of the solar lines are increased by 1.24 keV and 1
keV, respectively@1#.

For each of the lines, the total active neutrino flux can
obtained by measuring the neutrino-electron scattering
and the charged-current absorption. One obtains from Eq~4!
and Eq.~16!

~12Psterile!f5
sabsResc2@sesc~ne!2sesc~nx!#Rabs

sabssesc~nx!
.

~20!

Combining Eq.~19! and Eq.~20!, we obtain for the mea-
sured ratio of the total neutrino flux at two different neutri
energies,

12Psterile~E1!

12Psterile~E2!
50.115

X~E1!

X~E2!
, ~21!

where

X[
sabsResc2@sesc~ne!2sesc~nx!#Rabs

sabssesc~nx!
. ~22!

Let
er-

-
9

e
te

z[
@sesc~ne!2sesc~nx!#Rabs

sabsResc
, ~23!

then the fractional uncertainties in the values ofX from
given experimental uncertainties can be calculated from

] lnX

] lnRabs
52z

] lnX

] lnResc
5

2z

12z
. ~24!

If sterile neutrinos exist, and the probability of their bein
created depends upon energy, then the ratio of meas
quantities given in Eq.~21! must be different from unity. If
Psterile is a constant independent of energy, then the ratio
Eq. ~21! will also equal unity. This latter result describes th
fact that a theory with a constantPsterile cannot be distin-
guished experimentally from a theory in which all of th
solar neutrino fluxes are reduced by a constant factor. In
very special case of an energy-independentPsterile, one
would have to rely on solar model calculations of the to
neutrino flux in order to determine if sterile neutrinos exis

In very interesting discussions, Calabresu, Fiorentini, a
Lissia@38# and Bowles and Gavrin@28# have pointed out tha
one can also test for the existence of sterile neutrinos if
accepts the~robustly calculated! standard solar model ratio
of the total flux of pep neutrinos to the total flux ofpp
neutrinos. In this case, one obtains a relation similar to
~21! for pep and pp by replacing in Eq.~21! the 7Be
branching ratio of 0.115 with the standard solar mod
branching ratio of 2.431022 for pep to pp neutrinos.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The first three decades of solar neutrino research con
trated on continuum energy spectra. Our goal is to fo
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additional attention on what can be learned from study
solar neutrino lines. We illustrate what may be observed
assuming the correctness of the different neutrino oscilla
solutions that fit the four operating solar neutrino expe
ments. For all of our considerations, we assume the existe
of experiments with the excellent energy resolution tha
necessary to separate solar neutrino lines from continu
solar neutrino sources and from background events.

We explore first what neutrino-electron scattering expe
ments can tell us about the MSW and vacuum neutrino
cillation solutions to the solar neutrino problems. We fi
~see Fig. 2! that a measurement of the scattering rate of eit
the (0.862 MeV! 7Be line or thepepneutrino line would, in
many cases, when combined with the results from the o
ating experiments, eliminate all but one of the popular n
trino oscillation scenarios. Which particular solution is pe
mitted in our simulation is, of course, determined by whi
of the three solutions~small angle MSW, large angle MSW
or vacuum oscillations! we assume is correct. As is shown
Fig. 2, a measurement of thepep line in addition to the
7Be line would in many cases provide a significant reduct
of the domain of allowed neutrino parameters over wha
possible by studying only the7Be line.

The ‘‘all CNO’’ scenario for solar nuclear energy gener
tion predicts~see Fig. 1! measurably higher event rates b
low 1.5 MeV and a markedly different shape for the electr
recoil energy spectrum than would be expected, with
without neutrino oscillations, for the standa
‘‘ pp-dominated’’ solar model description of the energy ge
eration. Even without obtaining a high-statistics measu
ment of the possibly depleted~by oscillations! 7Be neutrino
flux, a measurement of the electron recoil energy spect
below 1.5 MeV could test the ‘‘all CNO’’ scenario exper
mentally.

The quantitative predictions of what is expected
neutrino-electron scattering experiments are summarize
Table II, Table III, and Fig. 2. These predictions can
tested by the BOREXINO@25#, HELLAZ @26#, and HERON
@27# experiments.

What can be learned about neutrino properties if both
charged-current reaction rate~neutrino absorption! and the
neutrino-electron scattering rate are measured? The shor
swer is: one can determine the survival probability
electron-type neutrinos at the energy of the neutrino li
Equation~6! expresses the survival probability in terms
the measured event rates for the absorption and the scatt
experiments and Eq.~7! shows how accurately the surviva
probability can be determined for specified experimental
rors. If both the scattering and absorption rates are measu
the results lie along a line in the absorption-scattering pla
The predicted range of the solutions for the small and la
angle MSW solutions are well separated from the stand
model predictions, as is shown in Fig. 3~a! for (0.862) 7Be
neutrinos and in Fig. 4~a! for pep neutrinos. Most, but no
all, of the vacuum oscillation solutions that are consist
with the four operating experiments are well separated fr
the standard model solution, as shown in Fig. 3~b! and Fig.
4~b!. For thepep neutrinos, the small angle and large ang
MSW solutions are separated from each other in
absorption-scattering plane. For the7Be neutrinos, there is
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some overlap in the predicted domain for the small and la
angle solutions.

If neutrino oscillations occur, there is a factor of abo
5 uncertainty in the expected neutrino-electron scatter
rates for both the7Be and thepep lines. Table III shows that
neutrino oscillation solutions that are consistent with the fo
operating experiments permit, at 95% C.L., the rate for
862 keV 7Be line to be anywhere between 22% and 98%
the standard model prediction and the 1.442 MeVpep rate
to lie between 21% and 98% of the standard model pre
tion. The 384 MeV7Be line, which may be between 34%
and 100% of the standard prediction, is difficult to obser
because of the intense background from thep-p solar neu-
trinos.

Neutral current excitations of individual nuclear leve
can, as first proposed by Raghavan, Pakvasa, and Br
@36#, provide important information about the total neutrin
flux, independent of neutrino flavor. Like radiochemical e
periments, neutral current excitations provide only one m
sured number, the total rate due to all neutrino sources
order to interpret neutral current excitations, one has to m
use of theoretical calculations involving the standard so
model and the oscillation scenarios. We describe in Sec
what can be learned from neutral current excitation exp
ments at present and what might be possible in the fut
We signal out as especially promising for a future expe
ment the neutrino excitation of the 0.478 MeV first excit
state of 7Li. The superallowed matrix element for this tran
sition is large and is known accurately. Raghavan, Ragha
and Kovacs@37# have suggested that a practical solar ne
trino experiment could be carried out with a four ton L
detector. The fluorine in a LiF detector could make possi
a simultaneous study at high energy resolution of the high
energy8B solar neutrinos@40#.

Model-independent tests of neutrino flavor conservat
can be carried out by combining the results of an absorp
experiment and a neutrino-electron scattering experimen
a given neutrino line. The ratio@see Eq.~14!# of the mea-
sured neutrino-electron scattering rate to the measured
trino absorption rate, normalized by the interaction cross s
tions, must be equal to unity if electron neutrino flavor
conserved. Any measured value that is significantly differ
from 1.0 would be a direct proof that electron neutrino flav
is not conserved.

Table IV presents, for different neutrino oscillation sc
narios, the best estimates and the 95% C.L. predictions
the normalized ratio of neutrino electron scattering to n
trino absorption. For the small mixing angle MSW solutio
the best estimates are 15.1 and 11.7 for the7Be and the
pep lines, respectively, an order of magnitude different fro
what is predicted by neutrino flavor conservation.

Figure 5 shows for both the7Be and thepep lines the
wide range of values for the normalized ratio~scattering to
absorption! that are consistent at 95% C.L. with the results
the four operating solar neutrino experiments. Only a sm
fraction of the allowed solution space is close to the reg
~both normalized ratios equal to unity! that is implied by
electron flavor conservation. Thus a measurement of n
trino absorption and neutrino electron scattering for one~or
both! of the strong neutrino lines would provide a mode
independent demonstration of electron flavor nonconse
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tion, if the neutrino oscillation fits to the results of the fo
operating experiments contain the solution to the solar n
trino problems.

We show in Sec. VI A how the results of the previo
sections must be modified if there exist sterile neutrinos
are coupled to electron-type neutrinos. The general resu
that the true electron neutrino survival probability in t
presence of sterile neutrinos is smaller by a factor
12Psterile than the survival probability inferred by neglectin
the possible existence of sterile neutrinos.

Do sterile neutrinos exist? One can in principle carry o
a model-independent test for the existence of sterile ne
nos by combining two experiments for each of the two7Be
neutrino lines. One knows the branching ratio for the t
lines from laboratory measurements and this ratio only
pends upon nuclear physics. Equation~21! shows that one
can detect an energy-dependent probability for transition
sterile neutrino by measuring the absorption and the sca
ing rate for both of the7Be neutrino lines. However, it will
s
G
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e

u-

at
is

f

t
ri-
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a
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be difficult to study the lower-energy7Be line because of the
background frompp neutrinos. If one accepts as correct t
robustly calculated standard solar model ratio ofpep to pp
neutrino fluxes, then one can apply@38,28# the same argu-
ment as described here for7Be neutrinos@and therefore Eq.
~21!# to test for the existence of sterile neutrinos.
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